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Abstract
Although there are high expectations for collaborative 
discussion and on-line learning, existing systems for on-line 
discussion and chat facilities are not fully effective in 
promoting learning. Pedagogical interventions are often 
necessary to keep discussions focused and productive. This
work focuses on the creation, implementation and 
evaluation of innovative new software tools for 
undergraduate engineering courses that promote 
collaborative problem solving and reflection through 
automatic scaffolding of student discussions.  We describe 
how discussions in similar past courses can be used to 
recommend interesting topics for consideration. We also 
present an approach to modeling student discussions by 
including an analysis of speech acts.  We show how we use 
the speech act analysis in assessing participant roles and 
identifying discussion threads that may have confusions and 
unanswered questions.

Introduction

Our research takes place in the context of the Distance 
Education Network (DEN) at the University of Southern 
California where on-campus courses are broadcasted to 
remote students. The work was motivated by the lack of 
flexibility and poor assistance capability of the commercial 
discussion board at USC, and by the potential for utilizing 
natural language processing (NLP) technology. We are 
using phpBB, a popular open-source bulletin board with 
good community support, as the alternative discussion 
board. The enhanced discussion board we have developed 
has been used by nine engineering courses.  
 Although collaborative discussion and on-line learning 
appear highly promising, our research suggests that 
existing systems for on-line discussion could be much 
more effective in promoting learning. Specifically, many 
student contributions consist of simple question and 
answer exchanges (Feng et al., 2006a). Elaboration of 
technical concepts (as opposed to technical details) and 
reflective dialogue between peers is uncommon.  
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Discussion threads are often very short, many consisting of 
only one or two messages, and students do not fully exploit 
the collaborative problem solving environment to discuss 
relevant technical issues with one another. The tutor’s 
interventions are often necessary to keep discussions 
focused. As course enrollments increase, with some 
introductory courses enrolling several hundred students, 
the heavier on-line interaction can place a considerable 
burden on instructors and teaching assistants.

In this paper, we describe an intelligent agent, or 
discussion-bot, that has been implemented within our 
Discussion Board, which automatically provides responses 
to student queries.  In particular, we show how we model 
discussion threads using “speech acts”. Discussion threads 
are considered a special case of human conversation, and 
each post is classified according to speech act categories 
such as question, answer, elaboration and correction. By 
classifying discussion contributions according to speech 
act categories, we were able to identify roles that the 
students and the instructor play in discussions. We 
developed a set of patterns for analyzing student 
interactions in discussions. Some of the patterns are used 
in identifying cases where students may have unanswered 
questions.  

In the following section, we first present the discussion-
bot framework. We then introduce the speech act analysis 
and describe how we model discussion threads using the 
speech acts. Finally, we present a set of thread patterns we 
have developed and how they can be used in assessing 
student interactions. 

Background

Discussion-Bot Framework 

The discussion-bot framework was created for answering 
student queries in discussion boards automatically (Feng et 
al., 2006a) . Figure 1 shows the components of the system. 

For our study, we analyzed student discussions in an 
undergraduate Operating Systems course at the University 
of Southern California.  Ninety-eight undergraduate 
students were enrolled. For the operating systems course, 
we had two resources available for mining suitable 
answers to student queries: the supplementary course 



documents and threaded discussions from past semesters. 
Course documents include reading assignments, homework 
and solutions, project descriptions, and instructions. 
Archived threaded discussions from previous semesters are 
also included in the corpus. A threaded discussion includes 
an initial message together with all responses. All 
responses are sequentially linked to the original message in 
chorological order. We use TextTiling (Hearst, 1994) to 
segment every whole document into semantically-related 
segments (tiles) and subsequently process tile units (versus 
document units). 

   Figure1: Discussion-Bot components

Student queries often include problem description and 
answers need explanation. We also found that the 
discussion corpus from the undergraduate course was 
incoherent and noisy. Traditional question answering 
systems in the natural language community usually apply a 
question-processing module to determine an answer type 
and extract query terms for the search engine (e.g. 
Hermjakob et al., 2000; Hovy et al., 2000; Moldovan et al., 
2000; Pasca and Harabagiu, 2001) The process is not 
feasible in our case because it is difficult to discern an 
exact question and thus identify a single answer type with 
enumerated query terms. Instead, we retrieve a set of 
semantically-related passages that match a student’s 
interest by directly computing the cosine similarity 
between question post and archived data using the TF*IDF 
technique (Salton, 1989).

Figure 2. A student query and its Discussion-Bot response.

When a query is posted to the discussion board, the 
discussion-bot system extracts features from the post first, 
e.g., the words and word frequencies. Following that, the 
system tries to match the student’s interest in all archived 
data, both course documents and past discussions. We 
currently use the cosine similarity between the posted 
query and archived data using TF*IDF.  Intuitively, 
document tiles and posts with similar words are more 
likely to be semantically-related. This information is 
represented by term frequency (TF). However, those with 
more general terms may be unintentionally biased when 
only TF is considered, so inverse document frequency 
(IDF) is introduced to fix the bias. This results in a more 
general term appearing in more data units with a smaller 
weight. A list of document segments or message posts 
related to the question is ranked based on predefined 
metrics. The suggestion generation module processes the 
top first candidate in the list based on whether it is a 
segment of a document or a post. The details on suggestion 
generation strategies are described in (Feng et al., 2006a). 
The suggestion is automatically presented on the 
discussion board, as shown in Figure 2. 

Student discussions 

    Figure3: Statistics of Thread Length

Figure 3 shows the distribution of the length of each thread, 
that is, how many message posts were included in each 
thread. Although in some cases there are long interactions, 
up to 18 messages, most threads consisted of only two 
messages, usually a simple question and answer pair. 
Elaboration of technical concepts (as opposed to technical 
details) and reflective dialogue between peers is 
uncommon.  Undergraduate students tend to focus on 
programming details without necessarily understanding 
what is to be programmed or how the technical concepts in 
their lectures are relevant to their assignments.  Discussion 
threads are often very short, and students do not fully 
exploit the collaborative problem solving environment 
where they could discuss relevant technical issues with one 
another.  One of the goals of our project is to promote 
interactions among the students and provide guidance 
toward more constructive discussions. 
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Modelling Threaded Discussions
with Speech Acts 

Unlike in a flat document set, in a threaded discussion each 
post plays a different role in the discussion. For example, 
people may make arguments, support or object to points, 
or give suggestions. However, unlike prototypical 
collaborative argumentation where a limited number of 
members take part in the conversation with a strong focus 
on solving specific problems, online discussions have 
much looser conversational structure, possibly involving 
multiple anonymous discussants.  

Speech Act Categories 

For conversation analysis, we adopted the theory of 
Speech Acts proposed by (Austin, 1962; Searle, 1969) and 
defined a set of speech acts (SAs) that relate every pair of 
messages in the discussion corpus. Though a pair of 
messages may only be labeled with one speech act, a 
message can have multiple SAs with other messages. For 
example a reply message could correct the original 
message as well as provide an answer. Table 1 gives the 
specific definitions of each type of post speech act. An 
automatic classifier is being developed (Ravi and Kim, 
2007) . 

Table 1. Speech Act Categories for Individual Messages 

We have explored different sets of speech acts based on 
the assessments of human annotators and found that the 
above categories are less confusing than other finer or 
coarser grained categories (Kim et al., 2006). In our corpus, 
questions and answers comprised the biggest portion of the 
corpus. This is consistent with the use of the discussion 
board as a technical question and answer platform for class 
projects. Figure 4 shows an example of a discussion thread 
with a sequence of question and answer exchanges. Some 

of the QUES and ANS-SUG speech acts are shown in the 
example. 

Figure 4: Example of a student discussion thread

Guiding Student Interactions using Speech 
Act Analysis 

This section discusses several approaches for assessing 
student discussions and guiding the interactions using 
speech act analysis. 

Creating Student Profiles

We investigated differences in speech acts among student 
discussion contributions. Figure 5 shows the distribution of 
different speech acts for each group of students. Students 
were grouped based on the total number of posts they 
made. As can be predicted from speech act distribution in 
Table 1, most of the contributions are classified as 
questions. However, for the students who post many 
messages, the number of other speech acts, including 
answers, elaborations, corrections, and acknowledgement 
increase.  These students seem to play more diverse roles 
in discussions, and their contributions lead to richer 
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collaborative interactions. Our prior analysis has shown 
that the students who participate more tend to receive 
better grades and higher instructor ratings (Kim and Beal 
2006).

                 

Figure 5: Speech act distribution of different student groups

Effect of Instructor Participation on Student 
Discussions

The course instructor participated in discussions in many 
ways; he provided answers directly, gave alternative 
perspectives, supported student ideas, and elaborated on 
student answers.  Table 2 below shows the frequency 
distribution of the instructor’s speech acts. 

Table 2: Frequency of instructor speech acts 

Table 3: Effects of instructor participation. 

Table 3 shows the effect of instructor participation on 
student participation and thread length. Although threads 
in which the instructor participated were longer (3.36 vs. 
3.09 messages), fewer students contributed to the threads 
(2.60 vs. 2.91 students). The results are consistent with our 
earlier findings, including an assessment of a psychology 
course. However, when we separated the instructor threads 
in Row 2 by speech act types, specifically, those for which 
the instructor provided an answer (ANS) versus those for 
which he provided other scaffolding but no answer, we 
found that that providing scaffolding without answers had 
the effect of increasing both the number of students and
the number of messages in a thread. We are also relating 
speech acts to discussion quality, to determine, e.g., if 
instructor participation increases the technical depth of the 
discussion. 

Analyzing Participant Roles and Profiling 
Threads using Speech Act Analysis 

Table 4: Thread profiles: patterns of student interactions without 
the instructor

To assess student interactions more closely, we 
analyzed the discussion threads that did not include 
instructor involvement. We categorized the threads into 
four pattern groups, A, B, C, and D, as shown in Table 4. 
Each row in a group represents a thread pattern that 
belongs to the group. A bracketed identifier is a variable 
that represents a student. For example <P1> and <P2> 
means the first and the second contributor, respectively. 
Multiple instances of an identifier indicate that the student 
contributed multiple messages to a thread. Patterns in 
Group A show short interactions for simple information 
exchange. Group B shows cases where more interactions, 
such as elaborations, corrections, or questions on answers, 
were needed to find the answer.  Group C includes explicit 

Pattern Group A: short information exchange on non-controversial issues 
16 QUES <P1>     ANS   <P2>         
1 ANNO < P1>     ACK  <P2>
Pattern Group B: Discussion on somewhat complex issues, answers may 
have been found. 
1  QUES <P1>   ANS     <P2>        CORR    <P3>         
1  QUES <P1>   ELAB    <P2>        ANS     <P2>         
1  QUES <P1>   QUES    <P2>        ANS     <P1>         
1  QUES <P1>   ANS     <P1>      QUES    <P2>     ANS     <P3>         
1  QUES <P1>  ELAB <P2>   ELAB <P3>    ACK <P4>   QUES  <P2>    
ANS  <P4 > 
Pattern Group C: collaborative discussion on complex issues, followed 
by agreeable conclusion
1  QUES <P1>   ANS <P2>  QUES <P3>   ANS <P2>   CORR  <P3>    
ACK  <P2>
Pattern Group D: Students may have unresolved issues. 
1  QUES  <P1>   CORR <P2>          
1  QUES  <P1>   ACK  <P2>  *        
1  QUES  <P1>   ANS  <P2>    CORR <P1>   ANS <P2>  ANS  <P3>  
QUES <P2> 
3  QUES  <P1>   ELAB  <P1>         
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agreement among participants.  In such cases, students 
may have a better chance of finding the correct answer. 
Finally, Group D represents cases where there could be 
unresolved issues that may need instructor’s attention (i.e., 
there is no answer to the initial question). We found that 
fully 5 out of the 6 threads in Group D had unresolved 
issues. In the case marked with *, student <P1> had 
repeated a question that had been already answered in a 
previous thread. 

Related Work 

There have been various approaches to assessing 
collaborative activities. Various approaches of computer 
supported collaborative argumentation have been 
discussed (Shum, 2000). Machine learning techniques 
have been applied to train software to recognize when 
participants have trouble sharing knowledge in 
collaborative interactions (Soller and Lesgold, 2003). 

Carvalho and Cohen (2005) present a dependency-
network based collective classification method to classify 
email speech acts. However, estimated speech act labeling 
between messages is not sufficient for assessing 
contributor roles or detecting human conversation focus. 
We included other features like participant profiles.  

Rhetorical Structure Theory (Mann and Thomson, 1988) 
based discourse processing has attracted much attention 
with successful applications in sentence compression and 
summarization. Most of the current work on discourse 
processing focuses on sentence-level text organization 
(Soricut and Marcu, 2003) or the intermediate step 
(Sporleder and Lapata, 2005). Analyzing and utilizing 
discourse information at a higher level, e.g., at the 
paragraph level, still remains a challenge to the natural 
language community. In our work, we utilize the discourse 
information at a message level. 

Zhou and Hovy (2005) described a method to 
summarize threaded discussions in a similar fashion to 
multi-document summarization; but their work does not 
take into account speech acts. Wan and McKeown (2004) 
describe a system that creates overview summaries for 
ongoing decision-making email exchanges by first 
detecting the issue under discussion and then extracting 
responses to the issue. Their corpus averages 190 words 
and 3.25 messages per thread, considerably shorter than 
the ones in our collection. Marom and Zukerman (2005) 
generated help-desk responses using clustering techniques, 
but their corpus is composed of only two-party, two-turn, 
conversation pairs rather than multi-ply conversation. 
There has been prior work on dialogue act analysis and 
associated surface cue words (Samuel 2000; Hirschberg 
and Litman 1993). Although they are closely related to our 
speech act analysis, it is hard to directly map the existing 
results to our analysis. The interactions in our corpus are 
driven by problems or questions initiated by students and 
often very incoherent. 

In our previous work (Feng et al., 2006a), we 
implemented an answer mining algorithm that extract 
potential answers (the most informative message) using a 
rule-based traverse algorithm that is not optimal for 
selecting a best answer; thus, the result may contain 
redundant or incorrect information. We argue that 
pragmatic knowledge like speech acts is important in 
conversation analysis.  

Discussion and Future Work 

We have presented a new model for assessing pedagogical 
discourse that is based on an analysis of speech acts within 
the context of a student discussion board. A machine 
learning tool based on this model will be used to 
automatically classify message forms. Our goal is to 
develop a suite of instructional tools that support the semi-
automatic assessment of discussion using diverse measures 
of contribution quantity and quality. This paper presents 
several new measures that utilize Speech Act 
classification: student contribution types, effect of 
scaffolding, and thread profiling.  In combination with 
existing measures on contribution quantity and technical 
depth, the measures will help instructors assess qualitative 
differences among student contributions, how individual 
students contribute to collaborative problem solving, and 
how to assess if further help is required.  

A fine-grained analysis of discussion activities may help 
us identify less productive and unfocused discussions 
where scaffolding is needed and how help should be given. 
In addition, extensive analysis of student discussion 
activities and discussion threads can support question 
answering by extracting useful information from the 
discussion corpus (Kim et al., 2006). 

We are extending the discussion-bot framework, in 
order to create tools that promote reflective contributions 
to the discussion by providing two types of 
recommendations: (a) topics or issues that were considered 
by students in corresponding graduate-level courses and 
(b) topics or issues that were considered by students in the 
same course, previously. In contrast to discussions in 
undergraduate courses, constructive discussions in 
comparable graduate-level engineering courses often 
include insights needed to solve a given problem, analyses 
of how the problem is similar to or different from ones 
solved previously, and references to what has been covered 
in the class.  In effect, our system will allow graduate 
students to become virtual role models for undergraduate 
students, scaffolding peer interaction and deeper reflection. 
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